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These are the cars so fast and powerful, so superior in design and performance, that they could

only be called supercars. Since legendary British motor journalist L. J. K. Setright christened the

first, the Lamborghini Miura, in a review, others have followed from the finest automakers in the

world: Bugatti, Porsche, McLaren, Maserati, Ferrari, Koenigsegg. And these are the supercars

profiled in this book, with over 200 color photographs, detailed descriptions, performance specs,

and curious facts about each. From historic classic cars to the latest breakthroughs in design and

technology, this exhilarating survey of the supercar should thrill any high-performance auto

enthusiast.
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As a respected automotive journalist and photographer covering high-performance cars for Road &

Track since 1975, author and photographer John Lamm

I got this book for my son, who fancies himself an expensive car enthusiast (he's 9). When he

opened it Christmas morning, he screamed and hugged us. I thought, as most things do, this book

would lose it's novelty quickly but it hasn't. It has not left his side in 3 months, and he is always

flipping through it finding some fact or another to tell us about it. Definitely an A+.Disclaimer: I don't

know much about cars, so I can't speak to it's quality outside the current obsession of a young

child....but if you have a 9-year-old who watches Top Gear and tells you facts about every (yes,



every) car that passes on the road, this book is for you.

I would have five starred were it not for the layout choices; putting great photos on the crease. I'm a

visual/design person who enjoys the whole photo uninterrupted by staples and glue. But if you're

seeking good stories, history, anecdotes and all the stats this is for you. I also haven't seen a lot of

these in print; they're limited production. If you want to see some new exotics and learn more about

the famous ones buy you'll enjoy it. If you want a coffee table book...not going to happen.

Friend greatly enjoyed gift

I just can't get enough of read about exotic cars. John Lamm got it right by producing a compact

sized book of about 8 inches by 6 inches. What's even better is his short, precise, exact articles on

each car. Some books give too much info. Someone show tell all the auto magazines how to do it

right.

great

THE IMAGES ARE SUPREME!AWESOME BOOK OF EXACTLY WHAT THE TITLE IS. EXOTIC

CARS--SOME YOUVE SEEN SOME YOUVE NEVER HEARD OF!

Nice quality, great pics. Don't like that some pictures are split by the binder, also wish there was an

updated version

Small things can come in small packages, including this book. I was expecting it to be a bit larger

than it, although the advantage is it makes for a great travel book. The pictures of the cars are well

done, the quality overall is great with no complaints from me.
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